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IN THE CHANCERY OF THE COUNTY PALATINE OF LANCASTER.

MANCHESTER DISTRICT.

Before VICE-CHANC:ffiLLOR HALL.

October 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st, November 4th, 12th, and 25th, 1902.

5 WILLIAM BELL WHITE, JOHN BAILEY, and JAMES MORRISON V. PAUL HEY

HARTLEY, WILLIAM HARTLEY, and SAWYER FARRALLEY.

Patent.-Action for infringement.--Subject-matter.-Mechanical equivalents.
-Patent held valid.-Non-infringe·ment.-Actio·n dismissed-Costs apportioned.

A Patent was granted to the Plaintiffs in 1898 for (inter alia) " Improuements
10 "in shuttle-box mechanism for loomsfor weaving." The improvement consisted in

effecting a charurefrom one cylinder, which controlled the weaving ofthe body ofa
handkerchief, to another cylinder which controlled the weaving of the border,
and vice versa by direct action from each cylinder to the other, thus dispensing
with all intermediate mechanism which had formerly been employed to effect

15 this change. The invention also enabled plain cards to be employed instead of
a more expensive kind of cards which had formeriu been necessary, and it also
had other advantages. The Plaintiffs had in practice departed in one respect
from the method of working described in their Specification, but claimed that
such departure was a matter of detail and did not affect the principle of the

20 invention. The Defendants had made or used a machine following the lines of
the Plaintiffs' machine as changed and made in practice, and denied that it
was covered by the invention. They also alleged invalidity on the grounds of
want of subject-rnatter and of anticipation.

Held, that the Patent was valid and had not been anticipated, but that the
25 Defendants had not infringed. The action was dismissed with costs, the

Defendants being given the qeneral costs of the action, but paying the costs of
the issue of validity. I

On the 8th day of October 1897 Letters Patent (No. 23,139 of 1897) were
granted to William Bell White, John Bailey, and James Morrison for

30 "Improvements in dobby mechanism and shuttle-box mechanism for looms
" for weaving." The said two forms of mechanism were for entirely different
mechanical purposes and in no wise connected.

y
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The Complete Specification, so far as it related to shuttle-box mechanism was
as follows :-" Our improved pattern card mechanism has for its object to
" minimise the number of pattern cards to be employed in the weaving of cross
" bordered goods and to this end we employ two separate card cylinders one
" for operati.ng the shuttle box for the body of the cloth, and the other for the 5
" cross borders. These two cylinders .are operated by the two ordinary catch
" levers, in the novel manner hereinafter explained. The two card cylinders
" are arranged end to end on one horizontally disposed spindle or axis, one of
"the said cylinders being fast thereon and the other rotatably loose. The 4

" cylinders are rotated by means of peg wheel and catches of the ordinary kind, 10
" and the cards are brought round in turn to cause the rotation of the rotary
"shuttle box through the ordinary mechanism of the usual kind. The
" operating or catch levers are provided with' feelers' that is to say, down
"wardlyprojecting fingers, or pins which drop into holes in the pattern cards
" in the usual way. To adapt the two ordinary catch levers to' the purpose of 15
" our invention-that is to act in co-operation with two card cylinders instead
" of one-we provide each of them with a suitably bent arm whose extremities
., carry feelers standing over the additional card cylinder. In order to put one
" cylinder in action and the other cylinder out of action at the required times, we
" provide each of the catches which pull round the cylinders with a horizontally 20
"projecting arm or finger carrying a depending pin or additional feeler

." swinging from its llpper end, and passing down through a suitable guide hole
"in its catch lever or bent arm as the case may be. The two swing or

." additional feelers stand over the central part of the pattern cards on the
," respective cylinders, and whilst the said cards are plain or unperforated, 25
" either catch is held up out of gear with its peg wheel. The card barrels
" of the cylinders are made with a central groove to accommodate the additional
" central feelers. By the above described arrangement, the one cylinder and its
" series of cards may be allowed to go round and. round in a repeating pattern as

." often as may be required for the body part of the cloth, whilst the other 30
"cylinder remains stationary, the latter carrying the required number of
"pattern cards to produce the cross border, a considerable saving in the number

. " of cards as compared with previous systems being thus effected. ..
" We will now proceed to describe our improved pattern card mechanism for
" operating circular shuttle boxes of looms. Fig. 3 is an end elevation, and 35
." Fig. 4 a plan of the arrangement, while Fig. 7 (Sheet 2) is a side elevation of
"the arrangement. 'I'wo pattern cylinders Rand S are employed, one for
" operating the shuttle-box for the body of the cloth, and the other for the
" cross borders. Instead· of employing four indicating levers, two for each
"barrelas is usual for pattern. card mechanism of this class, we only employ 40
"two main indicating levers X and Y, whose indicating pins, when in action,
" drop into the holes of the cards on the pattern cylinder R To these two main
" indicating levers X and Y, we fix branch arms V and VI, to which are attached
" by means of set screws short indicating levers Wand 'VI, which indicate the
" cylinder S in the usual manner by indicating pins dropping into perforated 45
"cards. By this arrangement a simplification of mechanism is effected.

" Weare perfectly aware that these branch arms have been used for indicating
" a single pattern cylinder, but the combination of two pattern card cylinders,
" and the method of governing the same are entirely novel.

" The essential feature of this part of our invention consists in the improved 50
"~ethod of governing the cylinders, i.e., to put one into and the other out of
"action at the required times. In order to do this, we provide each of the
"catches T and 'I", which pull round the respective cylinders, with a projecting
" arm or finger U, which carries a depending pin U', which is arranged to swivel
" on the said arm, and which passes through a suitable guide hole in the indi- 5~

"eating levers X and Y, the passage of the depending pins Ul through the
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" indicating levers X and Y serving no other purpose than to steady the said
" pins, so as to render them capable of being acted upon by the cards, specially
" prepared in the centre, either plain or perforated as the case may be, of the
"respective cylinders. The pattern cylinder R, which is for the ground or

5 "body of the cloth, is loose on the shaft Rl, whilst the pattern cylinder S,
" which is for producing the cross border, is fast or a fixture thereon. These
"said depending pins stand over the central part of the pattern cards of the
"respective cylinders, and whilst the said cards are plain or unperforated in
" the centre on one cylinder, one or more of them are perforated on the other

10 "cylinder. Consequently, when the catch T is raised out of action by a plain
"card on the cylinder S, the catch TI actuates the cylinder S, because the
" depending pin U! of the latter catch has just fallen into a central perforation in
"the pattern barrel R, and when a central perforation has been presented on
" such barrel, a blank has been presented on the opposite cylinder, and vice

15 "versa. Thus, the moment a perforation presents itself in a card on either
" cylinder in the centre, the depending pin U', standing over the central portion
" of that particular cylinder falls, and the catch to which it is connected by the
" projecting arm or finger U comes into gear with the ratchet for actuating the
" other cylinder. A central groove is provided in each barrel to allow the fall

20 "of the central indicating pins DI. There is then a continual succession of
" centrally unperforated cards presented on the particular cylinder in motion,
" which keep the catch for operating the other cylinder out of action, and this
" goes on until a central perforation presents itself, and the catch set in motion
"for operating the other cylinder. The cylinder previously in motion now

25 '" becomes stationary, owing to the presentation of a series of centrally unper
"forated cards on the other cylinder. The governing of the cylinders as
" described is entirely independent of the. method of indicating the cylinders.

" In this way, the cylinder R and its series of cards may be allowed to go
" round and round in a repeating pattern as often as may be required for the

30 ,. body part of the cloth, whilst the other cylinder remains stationary, the latter
" carrying the required number of pattern cards to produce the cross border.
" A considerable saving in the number of cards is .thus effected as compared
" with previous systems. This explains fully how we govern the cylinders S
" and R, but does not shew how the change in the boxes is effected. To do

35 "this a card on either cylinder at intervals of the pattern surface has two holes
" in it, which would allow both indicating levers to fall in that particular
"cylinder. Now, only the latter take the form of L levers down to the bottom
" catches 3 of the rotary box mechanism, see Fig. 7 (Sheet 2). When a card has
" presented itself with two side holes in it on either cylinder, the said card has

40 "a central hole, which causes that cylinder at that moment to become stationary,
" owing to its operating catch Tor, 'I" as the case may be having been raised by
" a blank being presented on the opposite cylinder to the depending pin U! of
" that particular cylinder, as already described. We provide two of such cards
" in succession, provided also with the central holes as described, in order to

45 "allow the change in the catches T and 'I" to be effected, because it is quite
" obvious that when one catch has fallen into action the other will not have got
" out of action, and will not not do so until the presentation of the second centrally
" perforated card. The provision of the side holes in the card of the stationary
" cylinder is to allow the two shuttle-box indicating levers of that particular

50 "cylinder to participate in the movement of the two shuttle-box indicating
H levers, which are being acted upon by the pattern cards of the cylinder in
"motion. Assuming that for the time being, the cylinder S be stationary, it·
" will be seen that the cylinder R will affect both the indicating levers X.and Y
" and the indicating levers Wand WI simultaneously" but .since the latter enter

55 "holes in a stationary cylinder, no indication can possibly take place. of.that
., particular cylinder, and the indication of the levers X and Y, which are

Y 2
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" affected by the movement of the cylinder R, is only transmitted to the change
~'box mechanism, because it is perfectly clear that only one pattern barrel is
"being indicated at one time, and the indicating levers of the other barrel
" being clear of any obstruction, they will merely participate in the movement
" of the other levers, to which they are connected without any indication, except 5
" of the other levers. This is also the case when a reversal of motion takes
" place, and the cylinder R is brought to a stand, and the cylinder S is put in

"motion. Though only one of the said catches T and Tl is in motion at one
" time as previously described, both of them are pivoted to a bridge Z carried
" by the actuating lever Zl. Thus, while both catches T and Tl receive the 10
"motion of the actuating lever Zl, the catch which is in gear-with its ratchet
" wheel only puts in motion its particular cylinder as the case may be.

" As will be seen in Fig. 7, the lever Zl for operating catches T and 'I" derives
" its motion from the usual lifter rod I, which is worked from an eccentric 2 in
" the usual way." 15
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The claims which related to the shuttle-box mechanism were :-" 3. The
" improved pattern card mechanism for operating shuttle boxes of looms, sub
"stantially as described and illustrated. 4. Providing the catches T and TI,
,.: which pull round the pattern cylinders, with a projecting arm or finger U

5 "carrying central depending pin U' to govern or control the movement of each
" particular cylinder, substantiallyas described and illustrated."

On the 9th of March 190 l the Patentees commenced an action against
Paul Hey Hartley, William Hartley, and Sawyer Farralley for infringement
of this Patent, claiming the usual relief.

10 The Plaintiffs by their Statement of Claim alleged that they were the
owners of the Patent, and that the Defendants had infringed, and by the
Particulars of. Breaches they alleged various instances of infringement on
the part of the Defendant, Paul Hey Hartley, by the sale, and on the part of
the other Defendants by the user, of shuttle-box mechanism for looms for

15 weaving substantially the same or only colourably differing from the machine
or mechanism described in the specification of the Patent.

The Defendants by their Defence denied that they had infringed the Patent
or that they had acted wrongfully, and alleged that the Patent was and always had
been invalid for the reasons set out in the Particulars of Objections delivered

20 therewith, which alleged (inter alia) (3) that the alleged invention was not new
or the proper subject-matter of Letters Patent having regard to the common
and public knowledge at the date of the Patent; (4) that the alleged invention
was published in this realm prior to the said date (A) by the filing deposition
and publication at the Patent Office of the following Specifications, namely :-

25 (1) Thomas Stuttard, John Hartley, and Jonathan Whiteoak (No. 18267
of 1890), page 1, lines 1 to 25 and 30 to 42 inclusive, page 2, lines 6 to 56
inclusive, page 3, lines I to 25 and 43 to 55 inclusive, and Figs. 1 to 5 of the
drawings inclusive were relied on; (2) James Morrison (No. 1380 of 1891);
the whole of the Specification and the drawings were relied on; (3) Paul Hey

30 Hartley (No. 24387 of 1894) ; the whole of the Specification and the drawings
were relied on. The Defendants also alleged prior user at various places,
including user of a machine made according to the alleged invention by the
Defendant, Paul Hey Hartley, and used at Bridge Street, Colne, in the year 1894
and subsequent years.

35 The action came on for trial on the 28th of October 1892, before HALL, V.C.
Grant and Procter (instructed by Procter & Son, of Burnley) appeared for

the Plaintiffs; Maberly and McArthur (instructed by Cobbett, Wheeler and
Cobbett; of Manchester) appeared for the Defendants.

Grant opened the Plaintiffs' case.-The object of a shuttle-box mechanism
40 is to enable handkerchiefs or other materials to be printed in which there are

patterns of one description in the body of the handkerchief and a border of
another pattern. The earliest machines had a long succession of cards,
sufficient in number to work the whole of the body and border without any
change or repetition. This involved the use of an extremely large number of

45 cards which, besides being expensive, caused difficulties owing to the cards
intertwining. Accordingly ingenuity was directed to providing a .means
whereby one set of cards should work the pattern of the body and anetherthe
pattern of the border; and, seeing that the body of a handkerchief consists almost
always of a pattern made up of repetitions of a smaller pattern, further attempts

50 were made to provide that the same cards should be used over and over again,
to produce the various repetitions of the smaller pattern so as to make up the pat
tern of the whole body of the handkerchief. Before the Plaintiffs' machine was
invented, the use of two cylinders, one to effect the pattern of the body and the
other the pattern of the border, had been common, but in order. to effect the

55 change from the one cylinder to the other, so as to transfer the weaving from
the body to the border, there bad always been some intermediate mechanism.
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The .Plalntlffs' machine has entirely done away with any intermediate
mechanism working between one cylinder and the other, and has substituted
direct action from one cylinder on to the other. Moreover, in every machine
before the Plaintiffs', the use of ,,'nog" or " lump" cards (that is, cards with a
raised piece of metal upon them) had always been necessary, and such cards were 5
expensive. The Plaintiffs' have done away with the use of "nog" cards and
substituted the use of plain cards, which are much cheaper. These and other
subsidiary advantages are sufficient to support a Patent, and are good subject
matter, The infringement consists in the fact that the Defendants' have taken
the entire principle of the Plaintiffs' machine and their improvements, and 10
applied them, with some mechanical modifications, for the same purpose.

Evidence was called in support of the Plaintiffs' case. Willi~m Bell White
and James Morrison~ two of the Patentees, explained the nature of the
invention and the difficulties they had to surmount in producing -it. They
admitted that in practice they had made a modification on their machine by 15
forming the depending pin and projecting arm in one piece instead of having
the pin hanging loose aa in the Specification. They had also in practice done
away with the bridge which carried both catches to effect the transverse motion,
and attached the projecting pin to the levers themselves. Such change however
was only a modification of detail, and did not affect the principle of the machine. 20
James Suiinburn» also gave evidence in support of the Plaintiffs' case to the
effect that the Plaintiffs' machine was novel and a great improvement on
previous knowledge. The Defendants' machine was exactly the same as the
form which the Plaintiffs had adopted for their machine in practice, and in his
view was clearly an infringement, the modifications made by the Plaintiffs being 25
modifications of detail only, leaving the principle of the machine unaltered.
Evidence was also given by manufacturers as to the utility of the Plaintiffs'
machine, and the great improvement it effected over earlier machines.

Maberly opened the Defendants' case. The Plaintiffs' machine is a mere
'modification of earlier machines without introducing any improvement. The 30
transverse action is no different from the same action which was effected by
slight intermediate mechanism in the earlier machines. In any event -the
Plaintiffs must be tied down to the strict language of their Specification, and
that being so, the Defendants have not infringed, because-their machine is not
the same as is described in the Plaintiffs' Specification. The Plaintiffs have 35
'abandoned the form of mechanism described in clause 4 of the claiming clauses,
and have substituted a new mode of effecting the transverse action. This they
have not claimed, and this is what the Defendants have done, and is, in fact, an
approximation to the earlier machines. The Defendants have therefore not
infringed (Ourtis v. Platt, L.R. 3 Ch. D. 135n). 40

Witnesses were called in support of the Defendants' case including Joseph
Nasmith who stated that the Plaintiffs'machine effected no material improve
ment on earlier machines, and that an arrangement could be made on the

·.. machine invented by James Morrison in 1890 which would do the same work,
.' as: the "Plaintiffs' patented machine of 1897. In cross-examination he' admitted 45
thattheremight be sufficient subject-matter to support a narrow Patent but the

-Defendantstmachine did not infringe such a Patent, the modification effected
'by: 'the Defendants -, and by tha Plaintiffs also in" practice being a -matAri~l
'modification" and ,creating~-a .differeaee .from thermachine described "i~': the
8peeification;~, The Defendant: PautHeu -Hartley gave evidence tofihe 'same 50
effect. '

Maberly summed up the Defendants' case, and Grant replied.
:. HALL, V. C.-In this case Messrs. William Bell White, John Bailey, and
James Morrison are Plaintiffs, and they sue Paul Hey Hartley, Williasn
Hartley, and Sawyer Farralley for an injunction to restrain the Defendants 55
from infringement of the Plaintiffs' Letters Patent, and for damages and costs.
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The Plaintiffs claim to be entitled to a Patent No. 23,139, dated the 8th of
October 1897, and the Patent is described as being one for" Improvements in
dobby mechanism and shuttle-box mechanism for looms for weaving."

The Defendants by their Defence deny that they have infringed, and they
5 also raise, in addition to the Defence upon infringement, all the usual

objections-that the Plaintiffs were not the true and first inventors; that the
alleged invention was not useful; that it was not proper subject-matter'; and
that it was published in the realm prior to the date of their Speciiication,and
so on.

10 Now the Patent arises in this way :-in the manufacture of coloured goods
where there is a single pattern, that is where the body is the same, and it con
tinues, the same the mechanism is comparatively simple; but where in addition
to the body, as it is called, there is a border, as in the case of a pocket-handker
chief or anything of that kind-where in addition to the main body of the piece

15 there is a border which runs round-it is quite clear when they are weaving,
after they have woven the body of the piece, when they come to what they call
the cross pattern, that is the border which runs round the main part, the
machine if it begins with the border weaves the border and then it goes and
weaves the body of the piece, which is the main part of the area of the pocket...

20 handkerchief, and when it has woven the main body it comes again to the cross
border, and of course a different mechanism has to be applied for the purpose of
weaving that cross border. In all the machinery for operating the shuttles,

.by means of which the body is woven and the cross border is woven, the
difficulty has always been so to construct machinery that instead of applying

25 human volition to change the operating machine or parts of the machine that
it shall work automatically-that when the border has been finished then
automatically it shall begin to work on the body of the piece, and when the
body has been finished then automatically it shall change and go to the border.
The difficulty has always been so to construct a machine that it will work

30 automatically in that way, without the intervention as I have said of human
volition, where for want of attention or skill or anything of that kind of course
the piece would go wrong. That iA the problem which has been before men's
minds, and it is really that pinch in the machinery that the Plaintiffs' invention
was intended to clear.

35 The way that it is done seems to be this-that there are two cylinders, and
those cylinders work round and so operate on the shuttle box; one cylinder is
moved by means of cards, as they are called, flat pieces of metal, that work
round by means of mechanism which has been produced in Court; one cylinder
operates for the border and another cylinder operates for the body of the piece,

40 and of course the question has always been how to move from one cylinder to
the other. One cylinder will work so long as it is required for the purpose
of weaving the body, but when that has been done the other cylinder is required
to come into operation for the purpose of weaving the border. As I have said,
the question has always been, how to move from one cylinder to the other so as

45 to change from border to body and vice versa from body to border.
As far as I can understand down to the time of the Plaintiffs' alleged

invention the action from one cylinder to the other was always .brought about
by means of some intermediate machinery. Of course, as I have said, they do 'not
wish to ,depend upon the mind and fingers of the weaver, and of eeurse ,if 'no,

50 human volition was brought into play and the matterwas worked automatically;
it simply came to this, that when one cylinder had worked so far as was
required for the purpose of weaving the body, or the border as the case
might be, then something had to be done to put the other cylinder in motion.
Down to the time of the Plaintiffs' invention that had always been done by

~ means of some intermediate machinery. Looking through the different exhibits
HartZell's of 1894, Stuttard's, Morrison's, Sutcliffe's and so on,without going to
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the minute details of each of those machines, I think it is a fair summary of the
evidence to say that before the Plaintiffs' invention the only way by which
one cylinder could operate upon the other cylinder was by means of some
intermediate apparatus, either a swivel at the back or a third cylinder; either
the third cylinder was in a line with the two principal cylinders that I have 5
referred to-one such cylinder being for the body and the other for the border
either there was another cylinder between these two, or it was a cylinder placed
at the back, or there was a swivel arrangement.

So far as I can see there was in all the machines and in all the motions, as
they are called, before the Plaintiffs', that other arrangement in the shape either 10
of a swivel or a third cylinder. For instance, Hartley's of 1894 had two
cylinders with a swivel and an extra catch; but, in addition to that he had
nogs. One of the claims of the Plaintiffs is that they have done away with
nogs-that is, projections upon the cards-and use merely holes, which are
simpler and cheaper and in every way better. Stuttard had three cylinders 15
and nogs. Morrison had two cylinders, but he had a special movement
backwards and forwards and had nogs, and had mechanism at the back.
Sutcliffe:« had three cylinders and so on, and Hartley of 1895 had two cylinders,
one with nogs and one with holes and a swivel at the back; so it seems to me
that i~ is a fair summary of the evidence to say that before the Plaintiffs' alleged 20
invention there always was, instead of direct action from one cylinder on to the
other, some other arrangement between that constituted either a swivel or a third
cylinder or some other combination through which one cylinder acted upon
the other.

What the Plaintiffs say is that they have simplified the motion, and they 25~

claim the benefit of that simplification. 'I'hey cannot claim any particular
arrangement either of levers or pins or anything of that kind or of cylinder.
If you take each individual item of the motion that they have, it is easy to be
shown that each individual item is old; but the new part they say is the
combination and they claim to have simplified the construction in such a way 30
that by means of their action a benefit has accrued in this way that not merely
is the machine itself simplified, but the operation is before the eye of the
worker. They say that they have done away with nogs, which of course is a
great advantage, because the manufacture of the cards themselves is cheaper,
with merely holes in, than the manufacture of cards with nogs upon them; and 35
of course it avoids also the mixing up, and difficulty there is with projections,
where you have a, long string of cards following one another; and the nogs
projecting there are more apt to get caught and mixed up and g-ive more trouble
than there would be if they had simply cards with holes in. But what the
Plaintiffs claim ill addition to that is that instead of having nogs by means of 40
which the levers are lifted, and so one cylinder is put in action and another put
out, they by adopting two successive holes in two successive cards (although
they do not claim that as part of their invention) it necessarily follows-and it
is admitted by the Defendants' witnesses that given the Plaintiffs' construction
for the purpose of operating one cylinder upon the other it is easy to be seen 45
and necessarily follows that the two successive holes must also follow. At
page 5 of the Complete Specification the Plaintiffs described exactly what it is
that they .have done, and after describing the cylinders and the levers they
say :~"Inst-eadof employing four indicating levers, two for each. barrel as is
',' usual for. pattern card mechanism of this class, we only employ two main 50
'" indicating levers X and Y, whose indicating pins, when in action, drop into the
" holes of the cards on the pattern cylinder H. To these t~NO main indicating
" levers X and Y, we' fix branch arms V and VI, to which are attached by means
" of set screws short indicating levers Wand WI which indicate the cylinder S
"in the usual manner by indicating pins dropping into perforated cards. By 55
,~ this arrangement a simplification of mechanism is effected. Weare perfectly
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" aware that these branch arms have been used for indicating a single pattern
" cylinder, but the combination of two pattern card cylinders, and the method
" of governing the same are entirely novel. 'I'he essential feature of this part
"of our invention consists in the improved method of governing the

5 "cylinders, i.e., to put one into and the other out of action at the required
"times. In order to do. this we provide each of the catches T and TI, which
"pull round the respective cylinders, with a projecting arm or finger U,
" which carries a depending pin UI, which is arranged to swivel on the said
"arm, and which passes through a suitable guide hole in the indicating

10 ". levers X and Y, the passage of the depending pins UI through the indi
" eating levers X and Y serving no other purpose than to steady the said pins,
"so as to render them capable of being acted upon by the cards, specially
" prepared in the centre, either plain or perforated as the case may be, of the
"respective cylinders. The pattern cylinder R, which is for the ground or

15 "body of the cloth, is loose on the shaft Rl, whilst the pattern cylinder S,
" which is for producing the cross border, is fast or a fixture thereon."

Then they go on to describe these depending pins, and further describe the
mechanism that they say is the proper way of carrying out what they call
the essential feature of their invention. Then finally-and I am leaving out all

20 that part of the Specification and claim that does not relate to this special
motion or mechanism-in clauses 3 and 4 what they claim is: (3) "The
"improYed pattern card mechanism for operating shuttle boxes of looms
,,; substantially as described and illustrated"; and (4) "proYiding the catches T
"and 'I", which pull round the pattern cylinders, with a projecting arm or

25 "finger U carrying central depending pin UI to govern or control the
"movement of each particular cylinder, substantially as described and
" illustrated."

That is the Plaintiffs' invention and that is their description, and it seems to
me obvious that this is a very considerable improvement on everything that had

30 been done down to that time. As one of the witnesses said, by removing
swivels and the third cylinder it sweetened the movement; it was simpler; it
was all in view of the worker; it involved the abolition of the nogs; therefore
it was cheaper for the cards and avoided the chance of mixing up the cards.
Consequently the conclusion I come to is that, having regard to all these

35 circumstances, the invention was a good invention, and it was useful,
and I do not think it had been anticipated, although, as I have said, it
was clear that the individual parts were all old. There was that distinct step
in advance-what has been called a direct action-a plain simple and direct
action of one cylinder upon the other. 'I'hat seems to me to be such, that, in

40 my opinion, the Patent was a good Patent; therefore on that point I find for
the Plaintiffs. But that does not conclude the case, because the question is,
What was the invention? •

It is quite clear that merely operating from one cylinder to the other was not
new. The Plaintiffs cannot claim the operation of one cylinder on the other as

45 any new invention of theirs; that is old. The only question has been how it
was done, and they did it in one way, and I think that what they had done, on
the fair construction of this Specifioation, had been that they had discovered a
way by which one cylinder could operate on the other cylinder. It is not
what has been called a master Patent. It is amechanism which they 'invented:

'5'0 and I ·think I must have regard to the law as laid down by Vice-Chancellor
Wood in Curtis v. Platt (3 Chancery Division,135n), where he says :-" Of
" course the Court would take care-whether the Patentee has put in the words
" or not-that no person shall be allowed to substitute a mechanical equivalent
" . . for doing the same thing without the slightest degree of invention

55 "on the part of the person who substitutes it, or any benefit whatever to be
" derived from that apparently new mode. I think it extremely Impereant to
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" follow the rule laid down in the House of Lords in Seed v. Higgins, that, if
"you find a specific mechanical improvement claimed, then you must hold the
., person strictly to that particular mechanical device which he has claimed for
" effecting the object he had in view; and if he says it is to be done in one
" precise and particular way, to that precise and particular way he must be held; [)
" and those who have bona fide employed a different system and a different
" way must not be held to have infringed. For this there is a simple reason:
"if the Patentee had made his claim wider then the Patent would be open to
"objection, because the Legislature requires as a price for those particular
" privileges that a man should describe the best way of effecting the operation 10
"to which he proposes to apply his Patent; and if any better way be dis
"covered, subject, of course, to the question whether that better way can be
" used until that previous Patent has expired, then it is the case of an improve
"ment. If you are to allow him to claim. that which is a better way than that
" which he has described, then he has not given the public the benefit and is ,la
" not to claim protection."

Now applying that to the present case, and bearing in mind what everybody
was aiming at-that was a simple way of moving from one cylinder to the other
-that is to say, from body to border and vice versa back from the border to
the body, I think the fair construction of the Plaintiffs' Specification is that ,20
they have described a process and a particular way by which they propose to
effect those operations; and the further question then is, have the Defendants
infringed that particular process and particular way which the Plaintiffs have
described? Now as the learned Vice-Chancellor said: You must not by a mere
mechanical device, a mere mechanical equivalent, adopt a man's invention, and 25
then by some colourable variation, some small device or change that all mechanics
are familiar with, steal the man's brains, or the product of his brains. But if what
he has done has been this: that the object being common, and the alleged
Patentee having no claim and no right to the object and the result that every
body has been' aiming at, but has only specified a process and particular way by 30
means of which the common object has been arrived at, if anybody else has
arrived at the same object in another way there is no infringement. The
question ds---has what the Defendants have done in this case been an infringe
'ment of what I have described as the process and particular way that the
Plaintiffs have adopted? 35

It is to be observed that the Plaintiffs themselves have practically abandoned
the process and particular apparatus which they described in their Specification.
I do not think much of the mere alteration of the depending pin, which was
almost immediately changed into a pin without the looseness, without the
guiding hole-x-I do not think very much of that because that is a point that 40
would strike anybody pretty easily; but, apart from that, they practically
abandoned the bridge with the pawls and the pin, even as improved, and have
adopted practically, in my opinion, another machine. But I do not think I am
'called upon to go into the question of the later form in which the Plaintiffs
have worked. I think that all I am bound to do is to examine the Specification 4~

'-because the Plaintiffs are entitled to nothing more than what they have
claimed in their Specification-and then look at what the Defendants have
done, and .see whether that is an infringement of the Specification of. the

f Plaintiffs. . '.. ~

. I .. ·think that on signt,· to 'what some judges have called the unscientific ~
eye, it is obvious that the Defendants' machine. is altogetherdifferent from the'
machine of the Plaintiffs as described in their Specification, and '. what one has
to bear in mind is the question of mechanical equivalents. Then there is
another thing to be kept in mind,' namely, that it is very easy to say that
'one machine by which a common object is achieved is merely .a mechanical 55
,equiv~lent ofanother machine by which the same object is arrived, at, because,
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if the same object is to be arrived at by different ways, in a kind of way each
of them may be said to be a mechanical equivalent of the other; because if the
same result is produced by means of old items and old modes of working, in a
way everything is a mechanical equivalent of everything else which arrives at

5 the same result. What you have to do is this-to look at the object that was
intended to be arrived at, and see whether or not the Defendants' machine is
colourably and plainly an adaptation of the Plaintiffs' work.

Now, whilst opinions may differ about that, it seems -to me that, looking at
the Defendants' machine, instead of having the Plaintiffs' arms with depending

10 pins, what they have got 'is levers pivoting a~ the back and pins below the
levers. No doubt, as the Plaintiffs' witnesses have said, the Defendants have
duplicated the levers; in a kind of way they have split that bridge which
carried the pivoted pins and put the pins below the levers. But it seems to
me that the machine that the Defendants are using is clearly a different mode-

15 altogether a different mode from the one which was described by the Plaintiffs
in their Specification; and that being so, having regard to what I have said in my
view of the construction-it being a claim for a process and particular way of
arriving at the object which the Defendants have arrived at in another way,
which does not seem to me to be anything like a colourable imitation of the

20 Plaintiffs' machine, or in any fair sense to be a mechanical equivalent for the
Plaintiffs' machine-the result is that in my opinion the Defendants have not
infringed.

Therefore the action will be dismissed. But, as I have ,said, the -Defendants
have attacked the Plaintiffs'Patent, therefore I think the proper way in a case

25 of this kind is, where the Plaintiffs succeed on the question of validity and fail
on the question of infringement, the costs should be apportioned.

Grant.-Will your Honour grant a certificate of the validity of the Patent?
HALL, V.C.-Yes.
Grant.-I understand I get the costs on the validity question and my friend

30 the costs on the other question.
HALL, V.C.-The costs are to be apportioned, but the action being dismissed

the Defendants will get the general costs of the action.
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